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Let G be a linear semisimple Lie group of split rank one with K a maximal 
compact subgroup. In this paper, we consider the space Ccm(G : F) of all functions 
in Ccm(G) whose left and right K-translates span a finite-dimensional space. 
Using the analytic continuation of the principal series to define the Fourier 
transform, we give a characterization of the Fourier transform of the space 
Ccm(G :F). This gives an analog of the classical Paley-Wiener theorem which 
gives a characterization of the Fourier transform of the space Ccm([Wn). 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let G be a semisimple Lie group with finite center. Let G = KAN be an 
Iwasawa decomposition of G. That is, K is a maximal compact subgroup of G, 
A is a maximal vector subgroup of G with Ad A consisting of semisimple 
elements and A contained in the normalizer of N, a maximal simply connected 
nilpotent subgroup of G. Let M be the centralizer of A in K and M’ the nor- 
malizer of A in K. We denote the Lie algebras of G, K, A, N, and M by g, f, 
a, n, and m, respectively. Now exp: a -+ A is a Lie isomorphism and we denote 
its inverse by log. Now, if g E G, g can be written uniquely as 
g = Yg exp H(g) n(g) 
where k(g) E K, H(g) E a and n(g) EN. Furthermore, there is an involution 
8: G --f G such that K = {g: B(g) = g}. Set N = B(N) and denote its Lie 
algebra by ii. 
For 01 E a* let gn = {X E g: [KY] = ol(H)X for all HE a}. Let 
A =(01Ea* - w : ga f (0)). 
We then have 
g=in@a@x g,=m@a@n@fl. 
aEA 
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Moreover, there is a subset P of A such that 
n=Cg, and ii = 1 ga. 
CIEP W5P 
For cx E a* let WI, = dim G, and 2p = x.,,p m,cL. 
Besides the Iwasawa decomposition of G we will have occasion to use the 
following decomposition of G. Let a+ = (HE a: or(H) > 0 for all OL E P} and - - 
let A+ = exp a+. Then G = KA+R where A+ is the closure of A+. This is 
called the polar decomposition of G. 
Let 7 be a double representation of K on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space 
1’ (i.e., K acts on the left and right of V by means of T). Let C,=(G, T) be the set 
of functions f: G + I7 which are Cm with compact support and have the 
property that f(W4 = ~(4) f(g) T&J (h ,4 E W. 
Now for w E &‘, the unitary dual of M, v E A$ and forfE Ccx(G, T) we define 
where xW is the character of w and where 
h(m) = ss A Nf(man) e-(iv-p)(losa) dn da. 
Observe that &(w, v) E VVf = {V E T’-: T(m)v = 73(m)) for all m E M. 
Now for a E VAr we define the Eisenstein integral of Harish-Chandra as 
E(A : v : x) = s ~(k(xk)) AT(~)-1 e(i(iv-~)H(ak) dk. K 
Our main results will deal with groups G for which dim a = 1 (G has split 
rank one). In any case we have from Harish-Chandra [4] that there exists a 
nonnegative function ~(w, v) on @.x a* with the following properties. 
(1) For a fixed w E a the function v + P(W, v) extends to a meromorphic 
function on a: and y( W, v) = ~(sw, sv) for all s E FY where W = M’/M the 
restricted Weyl group of G. (Here W acts on a and hence on a$, and for w E fi 
SW is the element of i@ defined by s&(m) = cii(w-lmw) (m E M, w E W, 8 E w))., 
(2) If fE C,=(G, T) the function 
is a cusp form on G in the sense of Harish-Chandra [4]. 
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In Section 2 we review some results of Harish-Chandra, and extend some 
results of R. Gangolli and S. Helgason. In Section 3 we obtain some results 
on generalized C-functions which will be of use to us in Section 4. 
Finally, in Section 4 we prove an analog of the classical Paley-Wiener theorem 
for linear Lie groups of split rank one. 
The results of this paper grew out of conversations with R. Gangolli and 
S. Helgason, and I would like to express my appreciation to them. I would also 
like to express my thanks to Nolan Wallach for many valuable suggestions and 
his patience in reading my original version. 
2. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ON LIE GROUPS 
Let V and 7 be as in Section 1 and let A E V”. Fix a E A+ and consider the 
function E(A : v : a). In this section we obtain an explicit expansion for the 
function E(A : or : a) which is due to Harish-Chandra. We also extend infinitesi- 
mally some results of Gangolli and Helgason. Except for minor changes these 
results may be found in Warner [ 131. 
It is not hard to see that E(A: v : x) is 9-finite where 9’ is the center of 
U(g), the complexification of the enveloping algebra g. Of particular importance 
to us is the action of r, the Casimir operator of g, on E(A : Y : x). 
Let B denote the Killing form of g and for each 01 E P let X,,, ,..., X,,,a be 
a basis of g. for which B(X,,i, 6(Xasj)) = -Sij . Select a basis Hr ,..., Hc of a 
for which B(H,, Hi) = aij, and let U, ,..., U, be a basis of m such that 
B(U, , Uj) = --Jij . Then 
r = i Hi2 - i vi2 - 1 F [Xm,ie(Xa,i) + e(Xa,i) Xm,,]* 
i=l i=l aeP G-1 
Set V = --XI=, Ut, Y,,i = 3(X,,, + e(X,,J), and for v E a* let H, be the 
element of a for which B(H, HJ = v(H) for all HE a. Suppose now that 
a = exp H where HE a and a(H) # 0 for any OL E P. Then 
(*) r= k Hi’+ C m,cotha(H)H,+ V 
i-l &P 
-c lreP sinhf2(H) 2 [‘j.i - 2 COsh 44 Ad a-‘( Ya,i) Y=,i 
+ Ad a-‘( Ya.,)“] 
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Now if fc P(G, T) and Q = exp H as above we obtain by (*) that 
W)(4 = (rf) IA (4 = mLd4 
= +wo + gp m, coth a(H) A4 + V(4 
- zp sinhfu(H) 2 [f(u) .(Ya.d2 - 2 cash 4w T(Yd) 
+ f(4 ~(Ydl 
where for X E g Xf(x) = (d/dt)f(x exp tX) It.-,, . The operator f is called the 
radial component of I’. More generally, for z E d there is a differential operator 
f, the radial component of a, defined on A’ = A N (1) such that (zf) IAn = 
~(f 1,)) for f~ P(G, T). In the following we will call a function F from A’ or 
A+ to End(P) S-finite if the linear span of all ZF for z E 3 is finite dimensional. 
For p, Y E a* let (II, r~) = B(H, , H,) and extend ( , ) to ac x a, by making 
( , ) complex linear in each variable. Then we obtain 
IT(A : v : x) = (-(v, v) - (p, p)) E(A : v : x) + &(V)a : Y : x). 
Let L be the set of all points in a* of the form xaoP n,cu where each n, is a non 
negative integer. Letting a = exp H as above we wish to find for each s E W 
and each p EL a function r, on a: with values in End( V”) such that: 
(4 Eda : 4 = LL r,(im - P) e (iW-~-~)(H) defines a %“-finite function 
from A+ to End( VM) which is meromorphic in v; and, 
(b) E(A : v : a) may be expressed as a certain finite linear combination 
of the E,(u : IJ). 
From (*) we see that the I’,(~Y - p) satisfy the following recursion formula: 
c**> (64 P> - 2G-b v>) rlliv - P> + b(V), rldiv - PII 
= - 1 C 2m,(iv - p - (p - 2na), a) Tu-2na(iv - p) 
asPn=l 
+ c 8 1 (n + 1) z[T(Y~.i)2ru-2(n+l)ar(iv - P> 
WSP n>l i=l 
+ ru-2G+&V - P> T(ya.i)’ - T(~.i)(ru-(2~+lh(iv - P) 
+ ru-(2n+2h(iV - P)) ‘dx.i)l* 
Here we caution the reader that for YE K and u E Vhf we set 
(ru@ - P) T(y)>(lr) = (r~(iv - P>k)) dy)* 
Here we assume T,(iv - p) = I and r, = 0 if p $ L. 
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Let A, ,..., A, be the eigenvalues of the operator T(V) on I’“’ and let yij = 
Xi - Ai . Clearly, we may solve our recursion formulas provided no ‘;p, p> - 
2z’(p, v> + yij = 0 for any p EL, and in this case Harish-Chandra has shown 
that the functions E,(a : v) are s-finite. (See Warner [13].) 
Let Hs E a and write -iv = 5 + ir] where [,7 E a*. Set T(H,) = {V E a:: 
H, E HO + a+} and for 1 < k, j ,( r consider the function fj,k: L x a; - @ 
defined by 
fj.lh V> = 6% P> - 2i(t4 V> + Yj,k . 
We now obtain easily the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. There are at most jinitely many p’s in L for which fi,& V) = 0 
for v E T(H,). Let L, be the set of these p’s and let 
w> = ir JJ h.k(PL, 4 
j,k=l &LO 
Then for all p EL, v -+ P(v) L,(iv - p) is regular for v E T(H,). 
When all the T,,(isv - p)‘s are defined Harish-Chandra has shown that there 
exist C(s : v) E End( PM) for which 
E(d:v: a) = 1 E,(a : v) C(s : v)(a). 
SEW 
For our purposes, it is convenient to examine the function @(a; v) = S1i2(u) 
E,(a : v) where 1 is the identity of Wand where 
8(a) = n (sinh u(H))“~. 
QEP 
(This was first done by Gangolli [2].) We now see that 
@(a; v) = CueL a,(v) e(iv-u)(H) 
where u,(v) satisfies the equation 
= 1 c 8(n + 1) fyi rT(y~,i)2a~-*(n+l)a(v) + %--2(n+1 u(“) dE6,d2 
&EP ?l>O 
- T(yor.ik-hn+l)cl (4 + u,-c2n+3,~(v))~(Ih.i>1 
Here do = 1, dj = 2 forj > 1, aA = 0 if A EL, and us(v) = 1. 
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Let P(v) be as in Lemma 2.1 and consider for each p EL jl P(v) a,(v)j\ where 
11 jj denotes the operator norm of P(V) a,(~). 
LEMMA 2.2 (see [2]). Fix Ha E a and HI E a+. Then there is a Q(v) > 0 of 
polynomialgrowth depending on H, and HI such that 
II W d4ll < Sk) ep(H1) 
for all v E T(H,) and all p EL. 
Proof ([see 61). Let I,(v) E End(End Vhf) be the operator defined by 
W)(T) = (in, pi - WL, v))T + [T(V, T]. 
Observe that there is a C > 0 and a B > 0 such that if (p, PFL) > C and 
v E T(H,), jj I,,(V)-l Ij < B/c&, p) where Ij 11 again denotes operator norm. Set 
m = max,,, ?n, and select A > 0 so that II T(Y~,~)” I/ < A and I] ~(Y,,~)jl < 4 
for all a: and i. Then if ,ip, p) > C we have 
There is a C, > 0 such that the first and third double series are dominated 
by ILL Co II X II I: W> ~~(4 and th e second double series is dominated by 
XAEL Co II P(v) a,-A(~~)ll. So if lp, pj > C 
i’ fY,> %(4l! d +, p;, seL. = c (2 II h II + 1) II fw %-,@I!. 
Now, since there are only finitely many p EL for which (‘, pcLj < C, by the 
definition of a,(v) we have a function Q(V) > 0 of polynomial growth for which 
11 P(u) a,(v)Il < Q(V) if (CL, p) < C. Assume now that 11 P(V) a,(v)]\ < Q(v) for 
all p with &, pj < BC,iV, where AJo = &EL (2 )/ X Jj + 1) e-h(H1) < co. 
Suppose now that &, pL\ > max(C, BC,N,) and 
11 P(v) a,&)I! ,< Q(v) e(“-n)(H1) 
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for all X EL N (0). Then 
= sQ(v) eufH1) < Q(v) eufH1) 
which proves our result. 
LEMMA 2.3 (see [q). For v E T(H,,) there is a function Q,-,(Y) > 0 of 
polynomial growth depending on H,, and HI such that 
Proof. Now S(a)-l/s = e-p(H) ClrEL bUe-ufH) where b, is of polynomial growth 
in p. Thus 
Hence I\ P(v)L,(iv - p)II < Q(V) eu(H1)& 1 b, I e-A(H1). Taking 
and Q,,(V) = NQ(v) we have our result. 
The proofs of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 with minor changes are taken from the 
proof of Theorem 2.4 of Helgason [6]. 
Now for v E a:, v = 5 + it where 5, 4 E a*. Let {q , tia ,..., a!} be the set of 
simple roots in P. That is, if ti E P 01 = & nit+ where each ni is a nonnegative 
integer. 
Keeping our notation as above and fixing -H,, E a* we now prove 
LEMMA 2.4. There is an 7 > 0 and a function QO(v) > 0 of polynomial 
growth such that for 11 5 II < 7 
I/ eo(H)E(A : Y : a) - C C(s : v)(A) dsvtH) SEW Ii 
for all a = exp H zuith H - HI E a+. 
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Proof. Since -H,, E a+ we may find an 7 > 0 for which sv E T(H,,) for all 
s E l4’as long as 11 f 11 < v. Then 
Selecting Q,,(Y) 2 max,,wQ(sv) of polynomial growth we have our result. 
3. GENERALIZED C-FUNCTIONS 
In this section, using some results of Schiffmann [I I], we exhibit some 
properties of C-functions which will be of use to us in the future. We now 
assume that G is a linear Lie group of split rank one. 
Let 7 and V be as in Section 2. We now define for v E a$ two operatorsj+(v), 
j-(v) in End(V”) as follows: 
j*(,) = s, e-(iu+~)‘H’n)),((K(ii-))-l &; 
j-(u) = 
s 
e(iv+~HH'n)T((~(fi)) dfi. 
N 
Here we must remark that the above integrals converge only for u in a tube and 
that for no v do both integrals converge. However, Schiffmann [I l] has shown 
that these integrals define operators which extend meromorphically to all of a: . 
We now define the operators C(s : v) mentioned in Section 2. For p E VM set 
C(l : V)(U) = (u)j+(v) and C(- 1 : v)(u) = ~(w)j-(U)(U) I-i where w E - 1 E W. 
Set also C(1 : v)(u) = (~)j-(Y) and C(- 1 : Y)(U) = j+(v)(T(w)-l(u) T(W)). Observe 
C(l : v)* = C(1 : r~) and C(-1 : v)* = C(--1 : r~) for v~ a*. 
We now recall that G is a linear Lie group of split rank one. In this case, 
Schiffmann [l l] has shown that the matrix entries of C(l : 1~) are finite linear 
combinations of functions of the form 
T((iu + Cc + p - 2s)/4) . I-(+ + p - 2s - 2r)/2) 
wv + P + P)!4) WV + P + %W) 
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if 2or is a root where v = VOL, p = m, + 2m,,; p, r, and s are integers with 2r + 
2s < p. If 201 is not a root the matrix entries of C(1 : v) are finite linear combina- 
tions of functions of the form 
q+J + P - 2rM 
WV + CL + %K9 * 
Remark. As pointed out by Schiffmann [l 11, we have that C( 1 : v) is a 
rational function of v if 201 is not a root and mar is even. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 0 < a < 1, 0 < b < 1, and 6 > 0. Then for n a positive 
integer, / arg z 1 < r - 6, and / z ( large there exists a polynomial Q(z) of degree n 
such that 
Qz + a)/r(z + b) = zapb(Q(l/z) + O(P-l/*)). 
Proof. From Whittaker and Watson [14, p. 2781 we have 
n - 6 and 1 z 1 large 
log qz + a) = (z + a - 4) log z - z + ; log 27r + i c;$) 
?,I=1 
Thus, 
for 1 arg z [ < 
+ O(Z--!2). 
log r(z + a) - log r(z + b) = (a - b) log z + i ‘&) s; cm(b) 
?lZ=l 
Let 
+ O(.P-1’2). 
Then we have 
qz + u) 2-a 
log r(z + b) eP(r) = O(z-“-9 
As [ ew - 1 1 < elwl - 1 we have that 
r(z + a) 9-a 
- = 1 + o(z-"-1'2)~ 
I’(z + b) epIz) 
so 
T(z + u)/r(z + 6) = zb-aeP(z)(l + O(Z-~-~/*)). 
Now there is a polynomial Q(z) of degree n such that epfz) = Q( 1 /z) + O(z+-l) 
and our result follows. 
We now consider det C( 1 : V) = D(v) and set d(z) = D( -iz). 
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LEMMA 3.2. For 6 > 0 there is an integer N > 0 and a constant R > 0 such 
thatfor Iargz] <rr-8andIzI >/R 
I d(W < I z IN. 
Proof. From Harish-Chandra [4] we know that d(z)-l f 0. Now d(z)-l is a 
finite sum of products of sums of the form 
Y(Z) r (+)/r (*) or r (+)k (+) 
where r(z) is rational and 0 < a/4, b/4, c/2, d/2 < 1. By Lemma 3.1 we see that 
there is a K > 0 such that 
d(z)-l = PM 
x2”=, c$zai + 0(2-k) 
where P(z) is a polynomial and 0~~ > o~z > .*. > 0~~~ > k for I arg z 1 < m - 6 
and I z I large and our result now follows. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Fix 01 a real number. Then for Re z >, a, d(z) has only 
finitely many zeros. 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 3.2 and the fact that d(z)-l is mero- 
morphic. 
Remark. The asymptotic formula used in Lemma 3.1 is in some sense a 
replacement for the condition “d(z)-1 is meromorphic at infinity.” 
COROLLARY 3.4. For 8 > 0 there is an R > 0 and an N > 0 such that for 
I arg z I < n - 6 and 1 z ( > R the matrix entries of C(l : -im-l are bounded 
in absolute value by 1 z IN. 
$roof. As C(l : -iz+l = d(a)-l Adj C(l: -im) our result follows from 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 
Using the adjoint formulas relating jf and j- we obtain similar estimates on 
the other C-functions. 
We conclude this section with the following lemma which will be useful to us 
in the next section. Although it has been proved by Harish-Chandra in much 
greater generality we include its proof at the request of the referee. 
LEMMA 3.5. Fix w E ii?2 and suppose that v -+ F(w, v) has the property that 
(1 + II v II)” IIFb, 41 is bound  e on a* for all integers n. Then the function 
f(x) = j-, E(F(w, v) : v : x) /L(w, v) dv 
is Cm in G. 
5W34/I-5 
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Proof. From Lemma 3.1, the Maass-Selberg relations of Harish-Chandra 
and the fact that p( w, V) is holomorphic on a* (see [4]) we have that 
4% 4 G Q-(1 + II v II)” (v E a*) 
for some integer m > 0. 
Setting A(v; x, k) = ~(k(xk) F(w, V) +)-le(iv-~)(H(ek)) and using the compact- 
ness of K we see that for D E U(g) 
DE(F(w, v) : v : x) = 
s 
D&v, x, K) dk 
K 
where D, denotes differentiation in the x-variable. Now D&v, x, K) is a finite 
linear combination of terms of the form 
U(V, x, K) = L(x, K) F(w, v) 7(/2)-l fi (iv - p)(H,(xk)) e(iv-D)(H(xk)) 
S=l 
where L: G -+ End V and H,: G --f a(~ < n) are Cm. From the hypothesis on F 
and the above estimate on ~(w, v) we see that a(~, x, k) is integrable on a* x K 
and Cm on G x K. Now set 
4~) = I,* j-K a(~, x, k) dkp(w, v) dv. 
In order to complete our proof it suffices to show that for X E g 
Xa(x> = s,. s, Xza(v, x, h) &-+, v) dv. 
Set &(x) = exp-t;kjc and consider 
I 
f (a(v, q%(x), k) - 4% x, 4 - t-G+, x, k))l = 45 6 x3 4. 
By our assumption on F our result will be proved if we show that this function 
for a fixed X is dominated by continuous function of the form II F(w, v) 11 P(t, v) 
where P(t, V) where P(t, v) has polynomial growth in v and P(0, v) = 0. 
Since L is C* we have that 
L(&(x)K) -L(d) - tXL(xk) = O(t2) 
uniformly in k and setting 
H(v, x, 4 = fi (iv - P)(H&N) 
we have that 
I H(v, y&(x), k) - H(v, x, k) - t&i+, x, k)l < t’(l + II v II)” 
for some integer 1. 
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We now consider the function 
, p-Pm&9k) _ e~iv-o)H(zk) - t(iv - p)(XH(xk)) e(iY-p~(H(Zk)) 1 
which for X fixed is 
< A , e(iv-p)(H(d,(z)k)-H(+k)) - 1 - t(;v - ,o)(XH(xk))I 
= -4 , e(“Y-~)(tXH(“k)+O(tB)) - 1 - t(iv - ,o)(XH(xk))/ 
< 4 I e 
(iv-d(o(t9) _ 1 , + A , e(iY--Llh(XH(zk)) - 1 - t(iv - p)(XH(xk))l 
for some A, , A > 0. That this term is < Btz(l + ]I v 11”) for some B > 0 now 
follows from the following facts: 
1 cos x - 1 1 < Cx” and 1 sin x - x 1 < CY 
for some C > 0 and all real .r. 
By combining our above inequalities it follows that for a fixed X there is a 
continuous function p(t, v) of polynomial growth in v for which P(0, v) = 0 and 
01(v, t, x, k) < 11 F(w, v)II P(t, v). This concludes our result. 
4. THE PALEY-WIENER THEOREM 
We assume throughout this section that G is a linear Lie group of split rank one. 
Fix 7 and V as in Section 2 and 1etfE Ccm(G, T). Consider the map &l x a; + 
I’M given by (w, v) + &(w, v) which we call the Fourier-Laplace transform oft. 
Suppose now that f(k, exp Hk,) = 0 (k, , k, E K) whenever HE a and 
B(H, H) > C2. Normalize a$ by identifying v E a: with v(H,) E Q= where 
J3(Ho , Ho) = 1 with Ho . a. In this section we give a characterization of the 
support off in terms of its Fourier-Laplace transform and thus give an analog 
of the classical Paley-Wiener theorem. 
For g E G let us write 11 g 11 = B(H, H)lp where g = k, exp Hk,(k, , k, E K, 
HEa). Then if uEA and nENIIan/I >\\aIj and{nEN:IjanI] < C} is com- 
pact (see [5]). This guarantees that the function F,: K x A --f I’ defined by 
F,(k, a) = j- f(kan) dn 
N 
has the property that Ff E Cm(K x A, V) and F,(k, a) = 0 if I] a 11 > C. 
For f as above observe that the map v -+ &(w, v) satisfies the following 
conditions : 
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(1) The map v -+ &(w, v) is holomorphic and for any integer N > 0 
there is a constant C, > 0 for which 
II $f(W, 41 < G(1 + I v I)-” eA’Irn “1. 
(2) Observe that &(w, v) E P(U) where V*‘(W) is the image of Pf -- 
under the map E, = d(w) lM x,(m) 7(m) dm. 
Then C(s : v)(&(w, v)) E V”(sw) but we can say more. The Eisenstein integral 
E(#,(w, V) : v : X) is in fact equal to 
where 0,,, is the character of a certain representation and for s E W, O,,, = 
e 8W,8y . Thus we have 
E($,(w, v) : v : x) = E(I,+J, sv) : sv : x). 
From Harish-Chandra [4] we see that for t E W 
C(t : +(v+J, J-v)) = C(ts : V)(h(% v)) 
or equivalently 
Remark. Observe that (2) implies that for s, t E W 
cyst : v) C(1 : v)(l#&J, v)) = CO(s : ti) CO@ : v) C(1 : Y)(&(W, V)) 
where CO(s : V) = C(s : V) C(l : v)-l. Harish-Chandra has in fact shown that 
CO@ : v) = CO(s : tv) CO(f : v). 
Besides (1) and (2) there is another discrete criterion which must be met which 
we now explain. Recall that 
f(g) - ,&j-* W,(w- 4 : v : g) r(w : 4 dv 
is a cusp form on G, and that for a = exp HE a+, v E a* N {O] 
E(q+c~, v) : v : x) = E,(a : v) C(1 : v)(&(w, v)) + E-&z : v) C( - 1 : v)(&(w, v)) 
where E, has the expansion defined in Section 2. 
The Maass-Selberg relations of Harish-Chandra [4] say that for v E a* 
C(s : v) C(s : v)* = C(s : v)*C(s : v) = p(w : v)-ld(w)Z 
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on P(W). Select l > 0 so that p( w : v) and all r,(iv - p) are analytic for 
0 < (1 Im v 11 < l . Then by contout integration we see that for 0 < 7 < E 
s E(J&J, v) : v : g) p(w :v) dv = ll’ I Imv=n W+, v) : v : g) /+ : 4 dv, 
f+(a) = &Jm,=, E&u : v) 0 C(1 : v)(&(y v)) /.L(w : v) dv, 
and 
f-(4 = c 1 E,(a : v) 0 C(- 1 : v)(&(q v)) &u : v) dv. 
WE& rmv=n 
Lemma 2.3, (as in Helgason [5]) guarantees that 
I',,(iv - p) 0 f?( 1 : v)-l(1,4,(~, v)) e(iv-o-u)(H) dv 
and that 
I’,(-iv - p)oc(-I :v)-l(t,h,(w, v))e-fi~+o+u)(H)dv. 
” =11 
By our results of Sections 2 and 3 there is an R > 0 such that for Im v > R, 
c( I : v) is invertible and r,,(iv - p) is nonsingular. Let v1 ,..., vr be the points 
7 < Im vi < R at which c(l : v)-l or r,,(iv - p) have singularities. Then we 
obtain 
where 
f-(4 = Resdf)(4 + fX4 
(I’,(-iv - p)oc(-1 : v)-l(&(~, v)) e-(iv+o+s)(H) dv 
and 
= 2~2’ w;G “TL d(w)-l Res(T,(-iv - p) 0 c(-1 : v)-‘(&(w, v)) e-(iu+~+u)‘tl),O). 
From (2) we see thatfG(u) = f+(u) and thus we obtain 
I E(#,(w, v) : v : u) p(w : v) dv = Res,(f)(u) + 2f+(u). L-t* 
Now by our results of Sections 2 and 3 there is an R > 0 such that for Im v >, 
RC’( 1 : v) is invertible and T,(iv - p) is nonsingular. Letting vi ,..., Y,. be the 
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points r) < Im vi < R at which C(l : v)-’ or T,,(& - p) have singularities we 
then obtain 
2f+(u) = 2 Rq(f)(a) + 2fR(4 
where 
f&4 =wT;,ZL d(w)irn,-, L,(iv - p) o C(l : v)-l(&(w, v)) e(iy-p--y)(H) dv, 
= -2~2’ i C C d(w) Res(T,(iv - p) 0 C( 1 : Y)-r(&(w, v)) eci -D-rr)(H), vi). 
j=lwd2 UEL 
Res( f ) = Res,( f ) + 2 Res,( f ) is ZT-finite away from the identity of A, and 
thus extends to a T-finite function off of the identity of G. 
Our results of Sections 2 and 3 guarantee for Im Y > R and N a positive 
integer the existence of a constant C, > 0 for which 
I( T,(b - p) ’ C(l : v)-~(I+$(w, v))II < C,(l + 1 v ()--NecIrm”l 
Choosing N sufficiently large that 01 = sa* (1 + ( v I)-” dv < 00 we see that 
for-7 > R 
I 
11 I’& - p) o C(l : Y)-l(&(w, v)) e(iv-O-u)(H) II dv 
Imv=l, 
Letting 7 + co we see thatf,(u) = 0 for a = exp Hand B(H, H) > C*. 
(3) From the Plancherel formula for G we have that f(u) = 2f,(u) + 
F,Ff(4 + H( > h u w ere H is a cusp form on G. Since f(u) = 0 = 2fJu) = 0 
for 11 a I( > C we see that Resf(u) = --H(u) for II u 11 > C. Since Rest(u) + 
H(u) is T-finite on A’ and hence analytic we see that Resf extends to a cusp 
form on G andf(u) = 2jE(u). 
Now consider a function F: A?2 x a; --+ VM such that F(u, v) E V”(u). 
DEFINITION 4.1. We say that F has condition P,C if F satisfies the following 
conditions. 
(1) For w E il?i’ the map v + F(oJ, V) is holomorphic and for any integer 
N > 0 there is a constant C, > 0 such that 
jIF(w, v)II < C,(l + 1 Y I)-Ne~l”Vl~. 
(2) For s E W C(s : v)(F(w, v)) = C(l : w)(F(sw, w)). 
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(3) The function 
= -27Ti 1 C d(w)-1 Res(F,(iv - p) 0 C(1 : Y)-r(F(w, v)) e(i”-p-U)(“‘, 0) 
wEA UOL 
-47ri c c c d(w)-l Res(r,(iv - p) o C( 1 : Y)-r(F(w, v)) e(iu-p-U)(H), V) 
rmv>o UJ& UCL 
where a = exp H is the restriction to A+ of a cusp form on G. 
Observe from (2) of Definition 4.1 that 
- 1 d(w)-1 Res(r,(iv - p) 0 C( 1 : v)-l(F(w, v)) e’Y’X’, 0) 
WEti 
= m’Gd(w)-l Res(r,(-iv - p) 0 c(- I : v)-‘F(w, v) ebivtH), 0) 
We now prove the following analog of the classical Paley-Wiener theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a linear Liegroup of split rank one. Suppose f l C,(G, r) 
and f(exp H) = 0 for B(H, H) > C2 with HE a. Then F(w, u) = &(w, V) has 
condition PTc. Conversely, if F(w, V) has condition P,C then the function 
is Cm and there is a function JE C,“(G, 7) fur which J(exp H) = 0 if B(H, H) > 
C2 with HE a and f - J is a cusp form on G. Moreover, t,bj = I,!I~ = F. 
Proof. If f E Ccm(G, T) and f (exp H) = 0 for B(H, H) > C2 with H E A 
that F(w, V) = z,$(w, V) has condition PTc has already been proved. 
Suppose now that F has condition P,“, then the function 
f(g) = u;fi/a* W’(w, 4 : v : g) I&J : v) dv 
is Cm by Lemma 3.5 and the existence of the function J is now guaranteed by 
our previous remarks. Since f - J is a cusp form in G & = #J. 
Now set H(w, V) = (GI(w, V) - F(w, v). Then H has condition P,” and 
h(g)= 1 / E(H(w,V):V:g)p(w:V)dV=O. 
wsni a* 
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In order to complete the proof that H = 0 we use the following formula 
which is due to Harish-Chandra 
E(&&‘, v) : v : 1) = c c &,(sC(s :s-lv)(H(w, s-b))) 
UJdBEW 
where ‘C(S : S-%) = C(l : v)-V(s : S-G). 
Now since H has condition P,” we have that C(s : S-G) H(w, S-1~) = 
C(l : V) H(sw, V) and hence ‘C(S : S-lv)(H( w, S-‘v)) = H(sw, v). Thus summing 
we have that if H # 0, I,!J~ # 0 and hence h # 0. 
COROLLARY. Suppose f E C,“(G, T) and for any integer N > 0 there is a 
constant C, > 0 such that 
II &(w v>ll < Cdl + I v I)-Necllm”I. 
Then f (exp H) = 0 for HE a and B(H, H) > C2. 
Remarks. (1) The formulation we have given our analog of the Paley- 
Wiener theorem is in the same nature as that first formulated by Helgason in [5]. 
(2) For a more detailed study of condition (3) of P,” for SU(1, 1) we 
refer to [16]. For complex groups we refer to Zelobenko [I 51. 
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